
2021 SYRAH

HAWKE’S BAY

VINEYARD- A blend of two idyllic hillside sites in Hawke’s Bay. One from the Subregion of Paki Paki a gentle North 
facing slopes with shallow limestone soils. A slightly more inland area of Hawke’s Bay with long hot days and an 
abundance of sunlight. The second from the steep sandstone over limestone slopes of Roy’s Hill situated high above 
the GimbelD Gravels stoney soils. This presence of light and heat combined with the natural slope of the sites and 
cooling winds allows our Syrah to boast both masculine and delicate floral tones. 

GROWING SEASON- 2021 was a stunner! AJer two excepLonal harvests in the years prior, we could not of foreseen 
one of this absolute quality.  Again Hawke’s Bay saw a warm and dry winter season conLnuing the drought condiLons 
from the end of 2020 this led to an extremely early bud burst in the vineyards. The growing season was also warm 
and dry leading to one of the earliest starts to harvest we have ever seen. The summer and Autumn period were long 
and dry, allowing us to pick when we wanted with no pressure from rain. 2021 saw perfect condiLons across all 
varieLes from early too late, with acidity being the best seen in years and an absolute highlight from the year being 
Syrah. 

   

VINIFICATION- Hand harvested between 28th March and 9th April and transported to the winery where the fruit was 
transferred to fermenter and gently foot crushed to allow for 100% whole cluster fermentaLon. A short cold soak 
period led to fermentaLon with indigenous yeast. Cap management was gentle délestage in the presence of oxygen. 
FermentaLon and maceraLon lasted between 18 and 33 days before being pressed. A short seDling period before 
running the wine to neutral oak where malo-lacLc fermentaLon started in the following spring. Aged in oak for 15 
months with a single bâtonnage post Malo-lacLc fermentaLon. Blended and naturally gravity seDled in tank prior to 
boDling with no fining or filtraLon and only a small addiLon of sulphur. BoDled 13th December 2022. 

Alcohol- 14.0% 
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